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Abstract

In this paper, a non-intrusive reduced-order model (ROM) for parametric reactor kinetics simula-

tions is presented. Time-dependent ROMs are notoriously data intensive and difficult to implement

when nonlinear multiphysics phenomena are considered. These challenges are exacerbated when

parametric dependencies are included. The proper orthogonal decomposition mode coefficient

interpolation (POD-MCI) ROM presented in this work can be constructed directly from lower-

dimensional quantities of interest (QoIs) and is independent of the underlying model. This greatly

alleviates the data requirement of many existing ROMs and can be used without modification

on arbitrarily complex models or experimental data. The POD-MCI ROM is demonstrated on a

number of examples and yields accurate characterizations of the QoIs within the selected parame-

ter spaces at extremely attractive computational speed-up factors relative to the full-order models

(FOMs).

Keywords — reduced-order modeling, proper orthogonal decomposition, non-intrusive, radiation

transport, reactor kinetics, parametric, interpolation
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many modern reduced-order models (ROMs) are intrusive, requiring access to, and modifica-

tion of, the high-dimensional operators of the full-order model (FOM) they seek to emulate. These

techniques often use projection methods to reduce the dimension of the FOM from N to r � N

with a global reduced-basis obtained from a limited number of FOM executions over a predefined

temporal or parametric space. Such model order reduction (MOR) techniques have been studied

in computational fluid dynamics since the late 1960s [1]. With the introduction of Galerkin proper

orthogonal decomposition (GPOD) in the late 1980s [2, 3, 4], these methods became popular across

many different fields of computational physics.

In reactor physics, MOR techniques have become widely adopted in the last decade. Reduced-

basis methods been studied for parametric k-eigenvalue problems [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], reactor kinetics

[10, 11], optimizing angular discretizations [12, 13, 14], and in parametric fixed source radiation

transport applications [9, 15]. With advances in multiphysics platforms such as the Multiphysics

Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE) from Idaho National Laboratory (INL) [16]

and GeN-Foam® [17], complex multiphysics reactor models are becoming much more common-

place. Intrusive ROMs for such models present a number of distinct challenges.

One such challenge is developing a scheme to project physics couplings and nonlinearities to

the reduced-order system. When applying projection methods to nonlinear terms, their evaluation

still requires operations that are dependent upon the dimension of the full-order problem. This

can severely diminish any computational savings that would otherwise be obtained by the ROM.

To evaluate these terms on the reduced-order level, techniques such as the discrete empirical in-

terpolation method (DEIM) are often utilized [18]. This technique projects the nonlinear function

onto an low-rank subspace that approximates the space the nonlinearity maps to, then defines an

interpolation scheme in the low-dimensional space. There are several examples of successful mul-

tiphysics ROM implementations [6, 8, 10], however, these implementations are model-dependent

and require significant effort to implement.

Perhaps the greatest challenge of intrusive ROMs is their data requirement as problems grow

large. Projection techniques require the reduced-basis elements to be of the same dimension of

the FOM. The reduced-basis is generally computed via a singular value decomposition (SVD) of

snapshots of the FOM in parametric space, instances of time, or both. When nonlinearities are
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present, snapshots of the full-order nonlinearities must also be stored and their SVD taken. When

considering a realistic parametric multiphysics reactor transient model, it is easy to see how the

data requirements to construct the ROM can grow unmanageable.

In most cases, ROMs are used to determine sensitivities of particular quantities of inter-

est (QoIs) or to find parametric configurations that maximize or minimize particular QoIs. For

intrusive methods, the ROM output is generally a reduced-order representation of the full-order

solution. This then requires the QoI to be computed from the ROM-predicted full-order solution.

Non-intrusive MOR techniques offer an attractive alternative in that they are entirely uncoupled

from the FOM. Using available simulation or experimental data, these techniques simply define

functional relationships between FOM inputs and outputs. This provides the distinct advantage

of modeling QoIs directly rather than emulating the FOM.

Many non-intrusive ROMs in reactor physics have focused on lower-dimensional quantities

such as does mapping [19], material degradation [20], and inverse uncertainty quantification (UQ)

of system parameters with low-dimensional models [21], and fuel cycle sensitivity analysis. Methods

such as dynamic mode decomposition (DMD) have been applied to high-fidelity reactor simulations

[22, 23, 24, 25, 26], however, the formulation of this method makes its application to parametric

problems a challenge. To the author’s knowledge, non-intrusive MOR techniques have been largely

unexplored in high-fidelity parametric reactor kinetics simulations.

This paper presents the proper orthogonal decomposition mode coefficient interpolation

(POD-MCI) method, which provides a portable, less data intensive alternative to modern intrusive

methods. Whereas intrusive techniques project POD modes onto the FOM to form a system of r

equations for the POD mode coefficients, the POD-MCI method formulates a system of r uncou-

pled interpolation problems. The method yields accurate characterizations of QoIs across a number

of examples at extremely attractive computation speed-up factors. The following section describes

the POD-MCI method in detail. Following this, the details of the FOM are presented. Numerical

results for two different test cases will then be shown. Lastly, the results of the numerical examples

will be summarized and some concluding remarks about the method made.
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II. POD MODE COEFFICIENT INTERPOLATION METHOD

Assume a FOM which models the arbitrary scalar or vector function f = f(r, t;µ) of spatial

coordinate r, time t, and model parameters µ. f may be as simple as a scalar temperature or as

complex as multiphysics vector. Now, assume a multi-query application where the behaviors of a

particular QoI = QoI(f(r, t;µ)) within some d-dimensional parameter space µ = [µ1, . . . , µd] ∈ Rd

are desired. The POD-MCI method seeks to emulate the behaviors of QoI(f) within the parameter

space independent of the FOM.

The POD-MCI method is broken into an offline and online stage. In the offline stage,

QoI data from the FOM across the parameter space of interest is obtained and the ROM is

constructed. This is computationally expensive procedure, but is only performed once. The online

stage is computationally cheap and simply involves the querying of the ROM to characterize the

parametric behaviors of the QoI.

Let the f with Nc solution components be discretized with Nr spatial nodes ~r = [r1, . . . , rNr ]

and Nt + 1 temporal snapshots at times tn = t0 + n∆t for n = 0, . . . , Nt, with fixed ∆t. The

discrete solution at time tn is then given by ~u(tn) = ~un ∈ RNcNr and the time-dependent solution

by X = [~u0, . . . , ~uNt ] ∈ RNcNr×Nt+1. For the remainder of this section, the POD-MCI method is

described in terms of the full-order solutions X(µ). It should be noted that the ROM is formed

in an equivalent manner for any QoI.

To obtain the reduced-basis used in the ROM, the FOM must be sampled over the space

of interest µ. The number of samples required is largely dependent upon the behaviors of the

QoI within the space and the desired accuracy of the global reduced-basis. This is discussed

in more detail later. In the simplest case, a tensor-product sampling may be used. For higher-

dimensional parameter spaces, techniques such as Latin hypercube sampling [27] or Smolyak sparse

grids [28] may be more appropriate. Let there be M parametric snapshots for model configurations

~µ = [µ1, . . . ,µM ] with simulation results Y = [X(µ1), . . . ,X(µM )] ∈ RNcNr×Nt+1×M . It is

important to emphasize that the outputs of each simulation must have the same spatial grid and

temporal snapshots. To extract the global reduced basis, each simulation result must be flattened
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such that X̂ = [~uT0 , . . . , ~u
T
Nt

]T ∈ RNcNr(Nt+1). This results in the matrix

Ŷ = [X̂(µ1), . . . , X̂(µM )] =


~u0(µ1) . . . ~u0(µM )

...
. . .

...

~uNt
(µ1) . . . ~uNt

(µM )

 , (1)

where Ŷ ∈ RNcNr(Nt+1)×M . Each column of the matrix Ŷ is referred to as a training snapshot

and represents a fixed parametric configuration µi. Each row of the matrix, therefore, represents

the parametric behaviors of a particular discrete simulation output. With NcNr(Nt + 1) � M ,

the matrix Ŷ is long and skinny. For realistic simulations, it is easy to see that the dimensionality

of a full-order solution can easily become infeasible. Whereas intrusive methods require data of

this dimensionality to be stored, the dimensionality of the matrix Ŷ can be dramatically reduced

with the POD-MCI method by using a lower-dimensional QoI.

To extract the global reduced-basis, the standard POD procedure is employed. This pro-

cedure is essentially a coordinate transformation to a lower-dimensional space that optimally de-

scribes the parametric behaviors of the QoI. The POD basis Φ = {ϕ}ri=1 satisfies the minimization

problem

min
Φ
‖Ŷ − PΦŶ ‖22 = min

Φ

M∑
i=1

∫ ∫
‖X̂(r, t;µi)− PΦX̂(r, t;µi)‖22 drdt, (2)

where PΦ is an orthogonal projection onto the subspace spanned by Φ = {ϕi}ri=1 and r ≤M is the

rank of the subspace [29]. The simulation data Ŷ is then expressed as Ŷ (r, t;µ) = Φ(r, t)~a(µ),

or

X̂(r, t;µk) =

r∑
i=1

ai(µk)ϕi(r, t) = Φ(r, t)a(µk), k = 1, . . . ,M, (3)

where Φ ∈ RNcNr(Nt+1)×r are the POD modes and ~a ∈ Rr×M are the POD mode coefficients, or

coordinates, of the M parametric snapshots. The basis Φ is obtained via the SVD such that

Ŷ = UΣV ∗ (4)

where U ∈ RNcNr(Nt+1)×r are the orthonormal left singular vectors, Σ = diag([σ1, . . . , σr]) ∈ Rr×r

are the non-negative singular values ordered greatest to least such that σ1 > σ2 > . . . > σr, and

V ∈ RM×r are the orthonormal right singular vectors. The operator ∗ denotes the complex
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conjugate transpose. The POD modes are the left singular vectors and the singular values a

measure of how much “information” within Ŷ each POD mode contains.

Yet to be discussed is the selection of the rank r. There are several common techniques that

can be used to select this. First, a rank r ∈ [1,M ] can simply be selected a priori. Second, a

singular value cutoff can be used such that

r = argmin
r∈[1,M ]

(
σr

max(σ)
< τcut

)
, (5)

where τcut ∈ (0, 1) is the relative singular value cutoff threshold such that all less than τcut are

truncated. Lastly, an energy-based truncation is used such that

r = argmin
r∈[1,M ]

(∑r
i=1 σ

2
i∑M

i=1 σ
2
i

< 1− τ
)
, (6)

where τ ∈ (0, 1) is the allowable information, or “energy,” truncation. This technique keeps the

fewest number of modes which contain the specified fraction of the total energy.

To complete the offline phase, the data within Ŷ is transformed to POD coordinates. This

is done using Eq. 4 such that

Ŷ = UΣV ∗ = Φ~a (7a)

~a = Φ†Y = ΣV ∗, (7b)

where † is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse. To define the interpolation problems, the POD modes,

the POD coordinates of each training snapshot, and the training parameters must be stored. The

compression fraction of data achieved by the POD-MCI ROM is then

c =
r (NcNr(Nt + 1) +M) + dM

MNcNr(Nt + 1)
≈ r

M
, (8)

where d � NcNr(Nt + 1) and r � NcNr(Nt + 1). This factor is the compression achieved with

respect to only the dimensionality reduction obtained using POD. Significantly more compression

relative to full-order solution is achieved when using lower-dimensional QoIs.

From Eq. (3), using the functional form of the POD coordinates a(µ), given an unseen

configuration µp, the POD coordinates of the resulting QoI can be obtained via r independent
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interpolations

ai(µp) = I (µp|ai, ~µ) , i = 1, . . . , r, (9)

where ai ∈ RM is a vector containing the i’th POD coordinate for each of the training snapshots.

Because the POD modes are orthonormal, each POD coordinate is uncorrelated, therefore, each

interpolation is uncorrelated. The choice of interpolant I is arbitrary. Examples of standard inter-

polants are multivariate linear, cubic spline, nearest neighbor, and radial basis functions (RBFs).

With interpolated POD coordinates, the predicted QoI for model configuration µp is given by

X̂(µp) = Φa(µp) =

r∑
i=1

ai(µp)ϕi, (10)

which can then be unstacked and further analyzed, if desired

III. FULL-ORDER MODEL

In this paper, a multi-group time-dependent neutron diffusion model with delayed neutron

precursors is considered. This is given in Eq. (11)

1

vg

∂φg(r, t)

∂t
−∇ ·Dg(r)∇φg(r, t) + Σt,g(r)φg(r, t) =

G∑
g′=1

Σs,g′→g(r)φg(r, t)+

χp
g(r)

G∑
g′=1

νpg′(r)Σf,g′(r)φg(r, t) +

J∑
j=1

χd
g,j(r)λj(r)Cj(r, t) +Qq(r, t), g = 1, . . . , G

(11a)

∂Cj(r, t)

∂t
+ λj(r)Cj(r, t) = γj(r)

G∑
g=1

νdg (r)Σf,gφg(r, t), j = 1, . . . J, (11b)

where it is assumed appropriate boundary and initial data are supplied. Here, φg(r, t) is the group

g scalar flux and Cj(r, t) is the delayed neutron precursor species j concentration at position r ∈ Ω

at time t ∈ [0, T ]. The total cross-section, fission cross-section, diffusion coefficient, neutron speed,

and external source for group g are given by Σt,g(r), Σf,g(r), Dg(r), vg, and Qg(r, t) respectively.

The differential scattering cross-section from group g′ to group g is given by Σs,g′→g(r). The

prompt fission spectrum is given by χp
g(r), where

∑
g χ

p
g(r) = 1, and the delayed emission spectra

by χd
g,j(r), where

∑
g χ

d
g,j(r) = 1, for j = 1, . . . J . Further, the prompt and delayed neutrons

per fission are given by νpg (r) and νdg (r), respectively. Lastly, the delayed neutron precursor
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decay constants are given by λj(r) and fission yields by γj(r) where
∑

j γj(r) = 1. It should be

emphasized that the cross-sections are not restricted to the functional dependence listed above.

In fact, cross-sections may often be modeled as a function of time to encapsulate the behaviors of

control rod withdrawals, a function of temperature to include the effects of Doppler broadening,

or both.

In this paper, a finite volume (FV) discretization is used to discretize space. The spatial

domain is first divided into N cells. The multi-group scalar flux is then approximated with cell-

wise averages φg,i(t). Integrating over the volume of each cell then gives

Vi
vg

∂φg,i(t)

∂t
+
∑

f∈∂Ωi

AfJg,f (t) · n̂f + Σt,g,iφg,i(t)Vi = Sg,iVi, (12)

where Vi is the volume of cell i, Af is the area of face f of cell i with outward normal n̂f , Sg,i is

the scattering, fission, and inhomogeneous source, and

Jg,f (t) = −Dg∇φg(t)
∣∣∣
f

(13)

is the current across face f of cell i. Particular care must be taken in the evaluation of the

current. On orthogonal grids, the gradient dotted with the outward pointing normal reduces to a

single derivative, which greatly simplifies matters. The derivative is approximated with a central

difference with respect to the face such that

∇φ(t)
∣∣∣
f

=
φn − φi
din

, (14)

where n denotes the neighbor cell and din denotes the distance between the centers of cell i and

its neighbor n with respect to face f . To account for material interfaces, the diffusion coefficient

at a cell face is computed using a weighted harmonic mean such that

Df =

(
w

Di
+

1− w
Dn

)−1

, (15)

where w = dif/din, with dif being the distance from the center of cell i to the center of face f .
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The final discrete system for interior cells is then given by

Vi
vg

∂φg,i(t)

∂t
+
∑

f∈∂Ωi

Af
Dg,f

din
(φg,i(t)− φg,n(t)) + Σt,g,iφg,i(t) = Sg,i(t)Vi. (16)

This method is second order and conservative.

The trapezoidal second-order backwards difference formula (TBDF-2) method is used for

the temporal discretization [30]. This method is second-order accurate with strongly damped

oscillatory behaviors. The method begins by taking a half time-step using the Crank-Nicholson

method such that

4

∆t

(
fn+1/4 − fn

)
= Afn+1/4. (17)

This is then used to compute fn+1/2 = 2fn+1/4− fn. With this result, a half-time step of second-

order backwards difference is taken to obtain the end-of-time step result via

3

∆t

(
fn+1 − fn+1/2

)
− 1

∆t

(
fn+1/2 − fn

)
= Afn+1. (18)

Because the delayed neutron precursor equations are cell-wise ODEs, there is no compelling

reason to increase the dimensionality of the multi-group system and solve for them simultaneously.

Instead, inspection of the time-discretized system,

(1 + λj,i∆t∗)C
∗
j,i = Cprev

j,i + γj, i∆t∗

G∑
g=1

νdg,iΣf,g,iφ
∗
g,i, (19)

shows that C∗j,i = C∗j,i(C
prev
j,i , φ∗g,i). In the above equation, ∗ denotes the unknown time step index,

∆t∗ the effective time step size for a fully implicit version of the method, and the “prev” superscript

the term involving all previously computed solutions. For example, for the first half time step of

Crank Nicholson ∆t∗ = ∆t/4. With this, C∗j,i can be eliminated from the multi-group diffusion

equations and the delayed neutron precursors only need be updated after the linear system is

solved.
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IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

This section presents numerical results for two examples. The first is a relatively simple

problem and focuses on demonstrating the POD-MCI ROM in detail. The second is a more

realistic application of a reactor pulse. This is a two-dimensional problem including transient

cross-sections and nonlinear temperature feedback with a coupled adiabatic heat-up model.

IV.A. Homogeneous Three-Group Sphere Problem

This numerical example is a crude model of a pulsed neutron experiment in which a subcritical

sphere of fissile material with radius rb = 6 cm is subjected to a burst of fast neutrons. Because

the time scale of such experiments is generally very short, the effects of delayed neutron precursors

are omitted. For a more detailed description of the relevance and motivation behind this problem

the reader is referred to [22] where this is discussed in detail.

The three-group nuclear data used for this problem is given in Tables I and II. As the data

suggests, all fission events yield neutrons in the fast group and only down-scattering from the fast

to the epithermal group is permitted. This data is formulated such that there are no production

TABLE I
The nuclear data for the three-group homogeneous sphere problem.

Group σt (b) νσf (b) χ v (cm/µs)
0 7.71 5.4 1 2000
1 50.0 60.8 0 100
2 25.6 28.0 0 2.2

TABLE II
The scattering matrix for the three-group homogeneous sphere problem in barns where each row

represents the final group g and each column the initial g′.

Group 0 1 2

0 4.4 0 0
1 1.46 13.8 0
2 0 0 12.0

terms for the thermal group. In other words, if no thermal neutrons are present in the initial

condition, none will be observed in the problem. A nominal atom density of ρ = 0.05 atoms/b-

cm is used to compute the macroscopic cross-sections used in the simulation and the diffusion

coefficient is computed via Dg = (3ρσt,g)−1.
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In order to induce more interesting dynamics, a parabolic initial condition in the fast and

epithermal groups is used such that

φg(r, t = 0) =


C

(
1.0− r2

r2
b

)
, if g = 0, 1

0.0, otherwise,

(20)

where C is a constant that normalizes the flux to unit power. This can be seen in Figure 1. On the

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Position

0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

φ
m
,g

(r
)

×107 Time = 0.000

Group 0

Group 1

Group 2

Fig. 1. The initial condition for the three-group homogeneous sphere problem.

sphere boundary, a zero flux condition is imposed for each group, the simulation is run for 100 ns

with time steps of 2 ns, and 100 equally spaces computational cells are used. With a higher fission

cross-section in the epithermal group, a significant number of fission events occur at the start of

the problem leading to a spike in the reactor power before settling into its subcritical dynamics.

The reactor power as a function of time and end of simulation scalar flux profile is shown in Figure

2.

The remainder of this section is broken into two subsections. The first uses a one-dimensional

parameterization of the problem to aid in building an intuition about the POD-MCI ROM perfor-

mance. In the second section, a more realistic three-dimensional parameterization is considered.
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Fig. 2. The power as a function of time (left) and the end of simulation multi-group scalar flux
(right).

IV.A.1. Parameterization in Sphere Radius

In this section the sphere radius is taken to be as the uncertain or design parameter. In lieu

of using the subcritical nominal configuration, the nominal sphere radius is set to the critical radius

rb = 6.1612 cm. It should be highlighted that perturbations about criticality yield exponentially

divergent results from the nominal problem. For this example, 21 simulations are run with radii

uniformly spaced between rb = 6.1512 cm ±2.5%. The most subcritical (rb − 2.5%) and most

supercritical (rb + 2.5%) power profiles are shown in Figure 3. This represents a a 150% relative

difference and a 606% minimum-to-maximum difference between the final powers. Further, this

spans two vastly different dynamic regimes.

From this data, the POD-MCI ROM is constructed from the multi-group scalar flux data.

The size of each simulation snapshot is the product of the number of time steps, number of grid

points, and number of groups, or 51×100×3 = 15, 300. The energy truncation limit for the ROM is

set to τ = 10−8, which leads to a four mode model. The relative singular value decay, or scree plot,

and truncation threshold is shown in Figure 4. The relative `2 reconstruction error of the training

data is 1.5 × 10−5, the mean simulation reconstruction error is 1.47 × 10−5 and the maximum

4.67 × 10−5. For verification purposes, it is common to investigate the reconstruction error as a

function of mode number or energy truncation parameter. According to theory, the reconstruction

error is proportional to the largest truncated singular value such that ‖Xr −X‖`2 ∝ σr+1. This

behavior is observed as shown in Figure 5. The reconstruction error, of course, is not representative
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Fig. 3. The most subcritical (red) and most supercritical (blue) states in the parameter space.
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Fig. 4. The scree plot for the multi-group scalar flux data.

of the POD-MCI error since the mode coefficients are not interpolated, but instead obtained via a

least-squares fit to the POD modes. It does, however, provide an approximate best case scenario.

It is useful to visualize the POD mode coefficients as a function of parameter value to get

an idea of the smoothness of their functional form. This is shown in Figure 6. It is clear that
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Fig. 5. The relative `2 POD reconstruction error as a function of mode number plotted against
the singular value spectrum.
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Fig. 6. POD mode coefficients as a function of sphere radius.

the smoothness of the POD modes coefficients degrades with mode number. While interpolation

accuracy will clearly degrade with mode number, due to the properties of POD, this is not entirely
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troublesome. Because the POD modes are orthonormal, each successive POD mode adds new,

uncorrelated information to the expansion. Further, because each mode contains successively less

information than those prior, the impacts of poor interpolation on higher order modes to the

prediction error is significantly damped.

Because the choice of interpolant is arbitrary for the POD-MCI ROM, only radial basis

function (RBF) interpolants with a thin-plate spline kernel given by r2 log(r) are used in this work.

RBFs are advantageous because no special treatment is required when predicting points outside of

the available grid of points. While extrapolation should always be minimized, in higher dimensional

spaces where sampling on regular grids is less feasible, some extrapolation in particular dimensions

is unavoidable. This particular kernel function is used because it does not require the tuning of a

shape parameter. No efforts are made to tune other hyper-parameters. For optimal results, one

should perform a preliminary analysis to determine the optimal interpolant configuration for the

particular data set. In this work, the interpolations are carried out with the RBFInterpolator

class within the Python package SciPy [31].

Taking every other snapshot to beginning with the first to be training data and the remainder

to be validation, or test, data, the mean, maximum, and minimum simulation reconstruction error

as a function of number of modes is shown in Figure 7. There are several noteworthy observations
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Fig. 7. The mean, maximum, and minimum prediction errors as a function of number of POD
modes.
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from this result. First, the monotonic decrease in prediction error is demonstrative of the prior

statement regarding interpolations on non-smooth higher order POD modes. Second, for few mode

models, the error in the POD representation clearly dominates whereas for several models with

more modes, it is clear that the interpolation error dominates. Further, on a regular parametric

grid, using every other snapshot as an interpolation point implies that all interpolations are a

distance ∆rb away from the nearest training point. Because interpolation accuracy falls off with

distance from training points, this represents a worst case result for grids structures in this way. It

is important to emphasize that these results are obtained with only 11 simulations in the training

set. With more simulation data or an interpolant optimized for this data set, these errors can be

improved.

To approximate the performance of the POD-MCI ROM on irregular parametric grids, re-

peated k-fold cross-validation is utilized. This cross-validation technique shuffles the available

snapshots and partitions them into k sets, or folds. Then, k − 1 of the sets are used to train the

ROM while the remaining set is held back for validation. This procedure is repeated k times where

each time a different set is taken as validation. When only limited data are available, this process

can be repeated a number of times, shuffling the snapshots each time to produce different sets.

To carry out this procedure, the tools within the Python package Scikit-Learn are utilized [32].

With three sets and 250 repeats for a total of 750 cross-validation sets, the distributions of mean

and maximum prediction errors across the ROMs is shown in Figure 8. From this, it is clear that

regardless of the shuffling, mean ROM errors remain less than 1% and in a small fraction of cases

maximum errors exceed 1%. In fact, maximum errors in excess of 1% lie occurred less than 2.5%

of the time. When randomly shuffling the training samples, the worst case scenario for maximum

error would occur when the training set includes many contiguous samples leaving a significant

portion of the parameter space sparsely sampled. In this case, for a training set with 14 snapshots

and a validation set with 7 snapshots, interpolations or extrapolations at a distance of 7∆rb would

be theoretically possible. In practice, with appropriate sampling these scenarios are easily avoided.

For this reason, these distributions are likely conservative estimates of what would be observed in

practice.

In real applications, one seeks to use as many training samples as are available to ensure

accurate results. Leave-one-out cross-validation is a useful tool to characterize the performance
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Fig. 8. The distribution of mean and maximum errors across 750 cross-validation sets.

of the ROM when using all but one set of simulation data. This methodology is equivalent to

k-fold cross-validation when k is the number of available snapshots. While this is limited to only

as many cross-validation sets as available snapshots, it gives a good indication of how a ROM will

perform given that no large extrapolations from the existing data are explored. For this data set,

the average prediction error was 0.15% with a maximum of 1.4% and a minimum of 0.0056%.

These results demonstrate the ability of the POD-MCI ROM to accurately predict full-order

simulation results across vastly different dynamic regimes in a simple one-dimensional parameter-

ization. Acceptable errors were achieved and found to be generally insensitive to the sampling of

the space. For this problem, each full-order simulation took on average 1.1 s using Python. For

the leave-one-out cross-validation study, the average POD-MCI ROM construction time was 8.12

ms and the average query time 0.135 ms. This results in a speed-up of approximately 8,000 times

which is extraordinarily attractive.
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IV.A.2. Three-Dimensional Parameterization

In this example, the model is parameterized in radius, atom density, and microscopic down-

scattering cross-section. Whereas in the previous section results were presented for simulations

which span both subcritical and supercritical regimes, this example is bounded to only subcritical

systems. This is done to be more realistic with respect to the regimes observed in pulsed neutron

experiments. The parameter space is defined by rb = [5.94, 6.0] cm, ρ = [0.0495, 0.05] atoms/b-cm,

and σs,0→1 = [1.387, 1.46] b and yields the bounding power profiles shown in Figure 9. The relative
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Fig. 9. The most (red) and least (blue) subcritical power profiles in the three-dimensional
parameter space.

difference between the minimum and maximum final powers for this parameterization is 111% and

the minimum-to-maximum difference is 250%. This space is sampled using a tensor product

sampling technique with four equidistant points in each dimension for a total of 64 simulations.

The scree-plot for the multi-group scalar flux data is shown in Figure 10. In this case, a

truncation parameter of τ = 10−8 yields a five mode model. The reconstruction error over the entire

data set is 6.79 × 10−5 with mean and maximum simulation reconstruction errors of 5.46 × 10−5

and 2.77× 10−4, respectively. Using leave-one-out cross-validation, the mean prediction error was

0.259% and the maximum 0.674%. This suggests that even with significantly less resolution in the

functional behaviors of the mode coefficients, acceptable accuracy can still be attained. It should
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Fig. 10. The scree plot for the multi-group scalar flux data.

be noted that these results are better than those from Section IV.A.1 largely due to the restriction

to subcritical regime, and therefore, the elimination of the divergent behavior about the subcritical

to supercritical transition. The mean and maximum error distributions across 750 cross-validation

sets using k-fold cross-validation with k = 3 are shown in Figure 11. Even with a relatively

sparsely sampled parameter space and the omission of one-third of those samples from the training

set, maximum errors remain under 4% and average errors remain under 1%. As discussed before,

by randomly shuffling the available data, one runs the risk of severe under-sampling in some regions

of the parameter space. In higher dimensions this problem is exacerbated because the space is, in

general, sampled much more sparsely due to computational costs. With this consideration, this

result is extremely promising.

At this stage, the POD-MCI ROM has been shown to accurately predict the parametric

behaviors of full-order simulation data. One of the primary advantages of non-intrusive ROMs,

however, is their ability to directly model arbitrary data. To illustrate this, consider a scenario in

which one is interested in only the power density profile at the end of the simulation. Constructing

a ROM from this data reduces the data requirements by a factor equal to the product of the

number of groups and time steps. For this example, this is a factor of 153. The scree plot for

this data is shown in Figure 12. Because at this time in the simulation the solution has settled
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Fig. 11. The distribution of mean and maximum errors across 750 cross-validation sets.

into its long term behaviors, the power profiles are very similar throughout parameter space and

only the magnitude varies. Because of this, the data can be represented with a truncation limit

of τ = 10−8 using only a single POD mode. Using leave-one-out cross-validation, the mean and

maximum errors in predicting the final power density profile are 1.12% and 3.05%, respectively,

which is still a generally acceptable level of error for a ROM. The reason for greater error is likely

due to the fact that the final power density profile data is “incomplete” in that prior dynamic

behaviors of system have predictive value for future states. For this example, the construction

time and query time of the ROM both decreased by roughly a factor of four.

As a final example, the power profile as a function of time could be taken as the QoI and

directly modeled. When applying the same procedure, a five mode model is obtained for an energy

truncation threshold of τ = 10−8. Leave-one-out cross-validation yielded results comparable to

those when using the full-order solution, but at a four times speedup. Further, this ROM requires

300 times less data than that using the full-order solution.
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Fig. 12. The scree plot for final power density profile data.

IV.B. LRA Benchmark Problem

The LRA benchmark problem is a two-dimension quarter core model of prompt-supercritical

excursion with temperature feedback taken from the Argonne National Laboratory Benchmark

Problem Book [33]. The geometry for the problem is shown in Figure 13. Regions labeled 1-4

are fuel and region 5 is a reflector. The bottom and left boundaries are reflective and a zero flux

condition is imposed on the top and right boundaries. This problem uses two energy groups and

two delayed neutron precursor species. The cross-section and delayed neutron precursor data are

given in Tables III, IV, and V. The quantity B2
a is an axial buckling term used to approximate

axial leakage via B2
aDgφg.

The nominal setup uses 484 7.5 cm × 7.5 cm cells and is run to 3 s with time steps of 0.01

s. The prompt-supercritical excursion is induced via a linear ramp down of the thermal group

absorption cross-section in region “R” via

σR
a,1(t) = σ3

a,1


1 +

t

tramp
∆, 0 < t < tramp

1 + ∆, t ≥ tramp,

(21)
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Fig. 13. The geometry of the LRA benchmark problem [33].

TABLE III
Cross-sections for the materials in the LRA benchmark problem.

Region Group D (cm) σa (cm−1) νσf (cm−1) σs,0→1 (cm−1)

1
1 1.255 0.008252 0.004602

0.02533
2 0.211 0.1003 0.1091

2
1 1.268 0.007181 0.004609

0.02767
2 0.1902 0.07047 0.08675

3
1 1.259 0.008002 0.004663

0.2617
2 0.2091 0.08344 0.1021

4
1 1.259 0.008002 0.004663

0.2617
2 0.2091 0.073324 0.1021

3
1 1.257 0.006034 -

0.04754
2 0.1592 0.01911 -

TABLE IV
Nuclear data common to all materials in the LRA benchmark problem.

Group v (cm/s) χp χd B2
a (cm−2) ν νp νd

1 3.0e7 1 1
1.0e-4 2.43 2.41423659 0.01576341

2 3.0e5 0 0

where ∆ = −0.1212369 and tramp = 2.0 s. The temperature feedback model is given by

σa,0(r, t) =
[
1 + γ

(√
T (r, t)−

√
T0(r

)]
σref
a,0(r), (22)
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TABLE V
Delayed neutron precursor data for the LRA benchmark problem.

Species λ (s−1) Yield Fraction
1 0.0654 0.0054
2 1.35 0.001087

were γ = 3.034 × 10−3 K1/2 and T0(r) = 300 K is the initial temperature at position r. The

nonlinearity is lagged in the simulation. The temperature is modeled using the adiabatic heat-up

model shown in Eq. (23), where α = 3.84 × 10−11 K-cm3 is a conversion factor which maps the

fission rate to a change in temperature.

∂T (r, t)

∂t
= α

2∑
g=1

σf,g(r)φ(r, t) (23)

It should be noted that this temperature model implies there is no heat diffusion nor heat removal

mechanism. As a result of this, the fuel monotonically heats up while the reflector remains at the

initial temperature throughout the duration of the simulation. Due to this, no thermal feedback

occurs within the reflector.

The simulation is initialized by solving the k-eigenvalue problem, normalizing the resulting

scalar flux distribution such that

P̄ =
Ef

Vcore

∫
Vcore

2∑
g=1

σf,g(r)φg(r, t = 0)dV = 10−6 W cm−3, (24)

where P̄ is the average power density and Ef = 3.204× 10−11 J is the energy released per fission

event. Further, the fission cross-sections are normalized by the k-eigenvalue such that the system

is in steady state. The converged k-eigenvalue for this problem was 0.9975. The initial conditions

for each group is shown in Figure 14

The average and peak power density and fuel temperature as a function of time are shown

in Figure 15. For times t < 1.44 s, the absorption cross-section in region “R” is decreasing,

adding reactivity to the system causing the power to increase at increasingly fast rates. Through

this period, the positive reactivity from the decreasing absorption is greater than the negative

reactivity contributions from temperature feedback. At t = 1.44 s the power peaks, implying

that the temperature feedback has “caught up” and is overtaking the positive reactivity from the
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Fig. 14. The initial multi-group scalar flux for the LRA benchmark problem.
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Fig. 15. The average (red) and peak (blue) power density (left) and fuel temperature (right) as a
function of time.

cross-section ramp. The multi-group scalar flux profile at peak power time is shown in Figure 16.

For 1.44 < t ≤ 2 s, positive reactivity is still being added to the system via the cross-section ramp.

At a time shortly after peak power, the positive reactivity once again overtakes the temperature

feedback causing the power trough subsequent rise. This remains the case until the ramp terminates

at t = 2 s. For the remainder of the simulation temperature feedback dominates the problem and

the power begins to decay. The complex dynamics and the ten order of magnitude change in the

solution make this benchmark problem an excellent test for the POD-MCI ROM.

In reactor pulse problems, oftentimes one is interested in characterizing the peak power. To

test the POD-MCI ROM, the LRA benchmark problem is parameterized in three variables, the

magnitude of the cross-section, ∆ = −0.1212369 ± 2.5%, the duration of the cross-section ramp
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Fig. 16. The multi-group scalar flux at peak power (t = 1.44 s) for the LRA benchmark problem.

tramp = 2.0 s ±2.5%, and the feedback coefficient γ = 3.034 × 10−3 K1/2 ±5%. Each of these

parameters directly influence both when the peak power occurs, and its magnitude, in complex

ways. Further, because of the rapid rate of growth leading up to peak power, small perturbations

yield orders of magnitude differences in solutions at fixed times prior to the peak power. This can

be seen in Figure 17. Because of the wide variation in solution data throughout the parameter
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Fig. 17. The power profiles for the simulations with the minimum (red) and maximum (blue)
peak power on a log scale (left) and a linear scale (right).

space, significantly more POD modes are needed to yield the same amount of energy as in the

prior examples. This is demonstrated for the time-dependent power density profile data in Figure

18.

While this POD-MCI ROM uses 20 modes for an energy truncation of τ = 10−8, the results

are comparable to those from the previous example. Leave-one-out cross-validation yields mean and
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Fig. 18. The scree plot for the time-dependent power density profile data for the LRA benchmark
problem.

maximum prediction errors of 0.657% and 1.75%, respectively. Using three-fold cross-validation as

in the previous examples yields poor results due to both the large number of modes and the wide

variations in parameter space. Because the higher-order modes contain more information describing

the data set, their contributions to the solution are greater, and therefore, poor interpolations can

yield very poor predictions. With poor sampling in parameter space, as can occur with k-fold

cross-validation, this problem is exacerbated. For this reason, five-fold cross-validation is used

in lieu of three-fold cross-validation to investigate the effects of the sampling. This is shown in

Figure 19. It should be noted that in a very small number of cases, divergent errors are observed.

This is a result of particularly poor sampling of the parameter space within the training set. Due

to the orders of magnitude differences between snapshots at fixed times, poor sampling can yield

dramatically larger errors than in the previous example. It should be emphasized, however, that

maximum observed errors lie between 1.58% and 12.8% in 95% of cases and that large errors can be

avoided by performing cross-validation procedures on the available training data before employing

the ROM. In general, these results demonstrate that the performance of the POD-MCI ROM is

relatively insensitive to the sampling in parameter space given that an adequate sampling is used.

The FOM for this problem is significantly more expensive than in the previous example.
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Fig. 19. The mean (left) and maximum (right) error distributions across 500 cross-validation sets.

Without adaptive time stepping or iterating on the nonlinearity, each simulation takes on average

32 s. With these features, this can more the double. On average, construction of the POD-MCI

ROM took 0.71 s from leave-one-out cross-validation and the average query time was 1.56 ms. The

larger construction time is due to the simulation size. In this case, there are 301 time steps with

484 grid points, or 145,684 data points per simulation. It should be noted that this is already an

80% reduction in the amount of data required for an intrusive ROM where the two-group scalar

flux, two precursor species, and temperature would have to be included. The larger query time is

simply a function of the number of modes and the cost of mapping the coefficients back to the full-

order result. With this increased cost, however, the computational speedup factor is approximately

20,500. A greater speedup factor for a more complex and larger FOM is a favorable property for

any ROM.

In a problem such as this, one may want to predict the behaviors of the system at or around

peak power. When using a ROM constructed from the time-dependent power density profile data,

the POD-MCI ROM consistently under-predicts the peak power. The reason for this is relatively

simple and is based on the fact that parameter space is treated as a continuum while time is discrete.
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Small changes in parameter space likely yields small changes in peak power magnitude and peak

power time. However, peak powers can only be extracted at times corresponding to simulation

time steps. Because of this, if peak power does not lie exactly on a time-step, it will necessarily

be under-predicted. Instead of modeling the time-dependent data, one can simply formulate a

ROM based on the peak power density profile for each simulation. Such a ROM reduces the data

requirements by a factor of the number of time steps, or 301, in this case. As in the previous

example, because the underlying behavior of the peak power density profile has lesser variation

than the full time-dependent data, the POD model requires significantly fewer modes for the

same amount of energy. For this example, the peak power density profile can be represented with

three POD modes and the maximum observed error with leave-one-out cross-validation is 0.424%.

Taking the space-integrated power density profile as a scalar QoI, the distribution obtained by

taking one million random samples in parameter space is shown in Figure 20. This is clearly a
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Fig. 20. The distribution of peak power across the three-dimensional parameter space plotted
with the minimum, maximum, and mean peak power of the available simulation data (red).

realistic result as that the distribution is approximately normal, lies within the observed range,

and is centered near the mean of the observations. Further, the query time for this ROM was 7.32

µs across the one million samples, representing a 4.35 million times speedup relative to the FOM.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the non-intrusive, model agnostic POD-MCI ROM which can be

constructed from arbitrary data. This ROM performs a coordinate transformation from high-

dimensional simulation data to a low-rank optimal basis, interpolates in this basis, then maps this

result back to the high-dimensional space. Not only does this method require no modification of

FOM source code, but it can greatly alleviate the data requirements of its intrusive counterparts

by constructing the ROM only from the simulation data of interest.

A number of different results were presented to characterize the properties and the accuracy

of the POD-MCI ROM. First it was demonstrated the the ROM is stable as a function of mode

number. Because the smoothness of the functional POD mode coefficients degrades with the energy

content of the modes, once the energy of the POD modes becomes small relative to the error in

interpolating the first few modes, error introduced from poor interpolation becomes negligible.

Second, a bootstrapping methodology was employed to characterize the sensitivity of the method

to the parametric sampling. Outside of cases where regions of parameter space were severely

under-sampled, errors remained in an acceptable range. Lastly, significant improvements in both

data requirements and execution time with respect to the FOM were observed when using lower-

dimensional data such are power density profiles at particular times or purely time-dependent data.

Each of these results held for both one- and three-dimensional parameter spaces in examples with

complex dynamics and significant variations within the parameter space.

This work was largely exploratory and was aimed at characterizing the general performance of

the POD-MCI method. There are many areas of further study that could be explored. First, opti-

mization on the interpolation technique, such as the RBF kernel function and its hyper-parameters,

could yield more accurate results. Further, techniques such as artificial neural networks or Gaus-

sian processes could be employed to better capture nonlinear behaviors of the mode coefficients.

The latter could also provide useful uncertainty information from the interpolations. Lastly, ex-

ploration into more advanced sampling techniques such as Latin hypercube sampling or sparse

grids would provide an indication of the performance of this method on non-regular grids and

higher-dimensional spaces.
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